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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to present explicitly the solution curve
for affine control systems on Lie groups under the assumption that auto-
morphisms associated to the linear vector fields commutes. If we assume
that the derivations associated to linear vector fields are inner, we obtain
a simpler solution and we show some results of controllability. To end,
we work with conjugation by homomorphism of Lie groups between affine
systems.
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1 Introduction
Let G be a connected Lie group and denote by g the Lie algebra of the right
invariant vector fields of G. A vector field is called linear if its flow ϕt is a one
parameter group of automorphism of G. An affine system on G is a control
system of the form
Σ:
dg
dt
= (X + Y )(g) +
m∑
j=1
uj(Xj + Yj)(g)
where X ,X1, . . . ,Xm are linear vector fields, Y, Y1, . . . , Ym right invariant vec-
tor fields on G, and u = (u1, . . . , um) is an admissible control. Note that an
affine system on a Lie group G is an extension of one on Rn (see for instance
[7]). Controllability and conjugation of affine systems has been study for some
authors, for example, Jurjdevic and Sallet in [8], Kara and San Martin in [5],
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Rocio, Santana and Verdi in [10], Jouan in [7], and, more recently, Ayala, Da
Silva and Ferreira in [3].
Our first purpose is to study the solution of Σ. To construct the solution
(see Theorem 2.4) we use a technique developed in [4] and improved in [9] (see
Section 2 for more details). In particular, considering Rn as Lie group it is not
difficult to see that our solution is an extension of that one presented in [1,
ch.3]. However, we need the assumption: [Xi,Xj ] = 0, for i, j = 0, 1, . . . ,m,
with X0 = X . We observe that this assumption is not an obstruction. In fact,
in a direct product of Lie groups we can construct an affine system that satisfies
this. It is the case of compact Lie groups (see for instance [2]). Furthermore,
we can find this assumption naturally in semisimple Lie groups (see for instance
Theorem 3.11 in [13]).
Knowing that each linear vector field X yields the derivation of Lie algebra
given by D(Y ) = −[X , Y ], Y ∈ g. We assume that derivations Di yielded
by linear vector fields Xi, i = 1, . . . , 0, are inner. We remember that every
derivation is inner. Under this assumption, we prove in Theorem 3.1 that the
solution of Σ is written in a simpler way. This also allows us to consider an
invariant system. Through the invariant system we can establish conditions to
controllability of Σ, see Theorem 3.3, Corollary 3.4 and Theorem 3.5.
Finally, we establish a conjugation between affine systems. Our idea is based
in a conjugation by homomorphism of linear system presented in [11]. We show
that a necessary and sufficient condition for affine system to be conjugate by
homomorphism of Lie groups is that the flows of linear vector fields commute
and invariant vector fields are related (as one can see in Theorem 4.2).
The paper is organized as follows, in the second section we establish some
basic facts about linear vector fields, we construct the solution of affine system
and give some examples. In third section, under assumption that derivations
are inner, we rewrite the solution of affine system and obtain results of con-
trollability. Finally, in the last section we study a conjugation between affine
systems by homomorphisms.
2 Solution for Affine Control Systems on Lie
Groups
In this section, we construct a solution for an affine control system on a Lie
group. We begin by introducing linear vector fields on Lie groups.
Let G be a real, connected Lie group and let us denote by g its Lie algebra.
A vector field X on G, whose flow is denoted by ϕt, is called linear if it satisfies
some of the equivalent sentences:
(i) for all t ∈ R, ϕt is an automorphism of G;
(ii) for all Y ∈ g, [X , Y ] ∈ g;
(iii) for all g, h ∈ G, X (gh) = d(Rh)gX (g) + d(Lg)hX (h).
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Note that X (e) = 0, where e is the identity of G and any linear vector field
X define a derivation D : g → g by D = − ad(X ). This derivation satisfies the
condition d(ϕt)e = e
tD, for all t ∈ R.
Our next step is to define an affine control system on G. Let X ,X1, . . . ,Xm
be linear vector fields and Y, Y1, . . . , Ym right invariant vector fields on G. An
affine control system, or shortly affine system, is a control system given by a
family of differential equations
Σ:
dg
dt
= (X + Y )(g) +
m∑
j=1
uj(Xj + Yj)(g), (1)
where control functions u : R → U ⊂ Rm belong to a subset U ⊂ L∞loc(R;R
m)
of the space of the locally integrable functions. Let us denote by φt(g, u) the
solution of affine system (1) starting at g. The reachable set of affine system
from a point g ∈ G at time t > 0 is defined by
At(g) = {h ∈ G : φt(g, u)}.
Also, the reachable set of affine system (1) from a point g ∈ G is given by
A(g) =
⋃
tAt(g).
In this context we have the following particular control systems:
1. Invariant system if X = X1 = . . . = Xm = 0;
2. Bilinear system if Y = Y1 = . . . = Ym = 0;
3. Linear system if Y = 0 and X1 = . . . = Xm = 0.
Our next step is to introduce an approach to construct a solution to affine
system. Our idea is to follow a technique due to Cardetti and Mittenhuber
in [4]. Their idea, to study local controllability for linear systems, is: first, to
construct a semidirect product R ×ϕt G, where ϕt is a linear flow; second, to
lift the linear system to an invariant system on R ×ϕt G; third, to study the
controllability of invariant system on R×ϕt G and to construct a way to project
the controllability results on G. We want to follow this idea with a little change.
Instead of consider left invariant systems we consider right invariant systems.
This allows us to define a natural projection of R×ϕt G over G.
Denote by ϕt, ϕ
1
t , . . . , ϕ
m
t linear flows associated to the linear vector fields
X ,X1, . . . ,Xm, respectively. Consider the application ρ : R
m+1 → Aut(G) de-
fined as
ρ(t0, t1, . . . , tm) = ϕt0 ◦ ϕ
1
t1 ◦ · · · ◦ ϕ
m
tm .
Assuming that
[X ,Xj ] = 0 and [Xi,Xj ] = 0, for i, j = 1, . . . ,m, (2)
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we have that ρ is a representation of Rm+1 into G. In fact,
ρ(t0 + s0, t1 + s1, . . . , tm + sm) = ϕt0+s0 ◦ ϕ
1
t1+s1 ◦ · · · ◦ ϕ
m
tm+sm
= ϕt0 ◦ ϕs0 ◦ ϕ
1
t1 ◦ ϕ
1
s1 ◦ · · · ◦ ϕ
m
tm ◦ ϕ
m
sm
= ϕt0 ◦ ϕ
1
t1 ◦ · · · ◦ ϕ
m
tm ◦ ϕs0 ◦ ϕ
1
s1 ◦ · · · ◦ ϕ
m
sm
= ρ(t0, t1, . . . , tm) ◦ ρ(s0, s1, . . . , sm).
Assumption (2) is not rare. For example, if G is a direct product G0×G1×
. . .×Gm, then taking X ∈ G0 and Xi ∈ Gi, for i = 1, . . . ,m we can view that
condition (2) is satisfied. An especial case of this is when G is a compact Lie
group because it is isomorphic to a direct product of simple, compact, connected
and simply connected Lie groups. See for instance [2] to view the list of simple,
compact, connected and simply connected Lie groups.
We then define the semi-direct product G ×ρ R
m+1, that is, the cartesian
product of G and Rm+1 endowed with the product (g, t)(h, s) = (gρt(h), t+ s).
This set is a Lie group and the correspondent Lie algebra is the semi-direct
product of algebras g×σ R
m+1, where σ : Rm+1 → Der(g) is defined as
σt(Y ) = σ(t)(Y ) = ad∑ tiXi(Y ),
for t = (t0, . . . , tm) and Y ∈ g. Our idea is to construct an invariant control
system on G×ρR
m+1 from affine system (1), but before that we need to establish
some results about invariant vector fields of the Lie algebra g×σ R
m+1.
Proposition 2.1 Let (Y, t0, . . . , tm), (W, s0, . . . , sm) be vector fields in g ×σ
R
m+1. Then
[(Y, t0, . . . , tm)(W, s0, . . . , sm)] =

[Y + m∑
i=0
tiXi,W +
m∑
j=0
sjXj ], 0, . . . , 0

 .
Proof: We begin by computing
[(Y, t)(W, s)] = ([Y,W ] + σt(W )− σs(Y ), [t, s])
=
(
[Y,W ] + ad∑ tiXi(W )− ad
∑
sjXj(Y ), 0
)
.
Adding [
∑
tiXi,
∑
sjXj ] = 0 in the first coordinate we get
[(Y, t)(W, s)] =
(
[Y +
∑
tiXi,W +
∑
sjXj ], 0, . . . , 0
)
.

Let (W, 0, . . . , 0), (0, s0, s1, . . . , sm) ∈ g×σR
m+1. A direct calculation proves
that their exponentials are (exp(tW ), 0, . . . , 0) and (e, s0t, s1t, . . . , smt), respec-
tively. This fact allows us to obtain the exponential for any invariant vector
field on G×ρ R
m+1.
Proposition 2.2 If (W, s0, s1, . . . , sm) is a vector field in g×σ R
m+1, then
exp(t(W, s)) =
(
lim
n→∞
n−1∏
i=0
ρ(is0t/n, . . . , ismt/n)(exp(t/n ·W )), s0t, . . . , smt)
)
. (3)
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Proof: We first write (W, s0, . . . , sm) = (W, 0, . . . , 0) + (0, s0, . . . , sm). Now,
applying the Lie product formula we obtain
exp(t(W, s)) = lim
n→∞
(exp(t/n ·W, 0) · exp(0, ts/n))n
= lim
n→∞
((exp(t/n ·W ), 0, . . . , 0)(e, s0t/n, s1t/n, . . . , smt/n))
n
= lim
n→∞
(exp(t/n ·W ), s0t/n, s1t/n, . . . , smt/n)
n
=
(
lim
n→∞
n−1∏
i=0
ρ(is0t/n, . . . , ismt/n)(exp(t/n ·W )), s0t, . . . , smt)
)
.

Denoting byDX0 , . . . , DXm the derivations of linear vector fields X0, . . . ,Xm,
respectively, we can rewrite the above result as
exp(t(W, s)) =
(
lim
n→∞
n−1∏
i=0
exp
(
t/n · eDtW
)
, s0t, . . . , smt
)
(4)
where Dt =
it
n
DX0 +
iu1t
n
DX1 + · · ·+
iumt
n
DXm .
Our next step is describe how an invariant vector field (W, s0, . . . , sm) acts
on an arbitrary point (g, r0, . . . , rm).
Proposition 2.3 If (W, s) ∈ g×σ R
m+1 and (g, r) ∈ G×ρ R
m+1, then
(W, s)(g, r) =
(
W (g) +
m∑
i=0
siXi(g), s0, . . . , sm
)
,
where s = (s0, . . . , sm) and r = (r0, . . . , rm).
Proof: Using the right invariance, we have
(W, s)(g, r) = d(R(g,r))(W, s) = d(R(g,r))(W, 0) +
m∑
i=0
d(R(g,r))(0, . . . , si, . . . , 0).
By definition of exponential on G×ρ R
m+1,
(W, s)(g, r) =
d
dt
((exp(tW ), 0)(g, r))
∣∣∣∣
t=0
+
m∑
i=0
d
dt
(e, 0, . . . , sit, . . . , 0)(g, r))
∣∣∣∣
t=0
=
d
dt
(exp(tW )g, r)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
+
m∑
i=0
d
dt
(
ϕisit(g), 0, . . . , sit+ ri, . . . , 0
)∣∣∣∣
t=0
.
Differentiating each term of right side with respect t yields
(W, s)(g, r) = (W (g), 0)+
m∑
i=0
(siXi(g), 0, . . . , si, . . . , 0) =
(
W (g) +
m∑
i=0
siXi(g), s
)
.
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Consider X¯j = (0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0) and Y¯j = (Yj , 0, . . . , 0) ∈ g×σ R
m+1, for j =
0, 1, . . . ,m, where 1 is placed at the j-th position. From the previous proposition
we see that, in coordinates, these fields may still be expressed as X¯j(g, r) =
(Xj(g), 0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0) and Y¯j(g, r) = (Yj(g), 0, . . . , 0), j = 0, . . . ,m. Hence we
have (1) the following invariant control system on G×ρR
m+1, associated to the
affine system 1:
Σ¯ :
d(g, r)
dt
= (X¯ + Y¯ )(g, r) +
m∑
j=1
uj(X¯j + Y¯j)(g, r).
In coordinates, we have


dg/dt
dr0/dt
dr1/dt
...
drm/dt

 =


(X + Y )(g) +
m∑
j=1
uj(Xj + Yj)(g)
1
u1
...
um


.
This means that the invariant control system Σ¯ was built to satisfy π(Σ¯) = Σ,
where π : G×ρR
m+1 → G is the projection on the first coordinate. If we denote
A¯t(g, r) the reachable set of a point (g, r) in time t > 0 to the invariant system
Σ¯, then π(A¯t(g, r)) = At(g).
We now are in position to prove our main result.
Theorem 2.4 Consider the curve
φt(e, u) = lim
n→∞
n−1∏
i=0
ρ(it/n, iu1t/n, . . . , iumt/n) exp

 t
n
m∑
j=1
ujYj

 , (5)
where u = (1, u1, . . . , um) ∈ R
m+1. Then φt(e, u) is the solution of the dynami-
cal system
dg
dt
= (X + Y )(g) +
m∑
j=1
uj(Xj + Yj)(g) (6)
with initial condition φ0(e, u) = e.
Proof: We begin by writing W = Y +
m∑
j=1
ujYj . From Proposition 2.2 we see
that exp(t(W,u)) = (φt(e, u), t, u1t, . . . , umt). Now Proposition 2.3 leads to
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(W,u)(φt(e, u), t, u1t, . . . , umt) =
= (W (φt(e, u)) + X (φt(e, u)) +
m∑
j=1
ujXj(φt(e, u)), 1, u1, . . . , un)
=

(X + Y )(φt(e, u)) + m∑
j=1
uj(Xj + Yj)(φt(e, u)), . . . , um

 .
On the other hand,
(W, 1, . . . , um)(φt(e, u), t, u1t, . . . , umt) = (dφt(e, u)/dt, 1, . . . , um).
So, in coordinates, it follows


dφt(e, u)/dt
1
u1
...
um

 =


(X + Y )(φt(e, u)) +
m∑
j=1
uj(Xj + Yj)(φt(e, u))
1
u1
...
um


.
Taking the projection on the first coordinate we see that the curve φt(e, u)
satisfies the differential equation (6). Since φ0(e, u) = e, we conclude that
φt(e, u) is the solution of the system at the identity. 
The theorem shows the solution of affine system at identity. However, it is
possible to describe the solution of affine system in an arbitrary point g ∈ G.
Corollary 2.5 If u = (u1, u2, . . . , um) ∈ R
m a constant admissible control,
then the solution of the affine system (1) at an arbitrary point g ∈ G is given by
φt(g, u) = φt(e, u)ρ(t, u1t, . . . , umt)(g).
Proof: Consider a point (g, r) ∈ G×ρR
m+1, where r = (r0, . . . , rm) is arbitrary.
Let us denote by ψt(g, r, u) the solution of the system Σ¯. Since Σ¯ is an invariant
system, it follows ψt(g, r, u) = ψt(e, 0, u)(g, r). On the other hand, we have that
π(ψt(g, r, u)) = φt(g, u). So
φt(g, u) = π (ψt(e, 0, u)(g, r))
= π((φt(e, u), t, u1t, . . . , umt) (g, r0, . . . , rm))
= π(φt(e, u)ρ(t, u1t, . . . , umt)(g), t+ r0, . . . , umt+ rm)
= φt(e, u)ρ(t, u1t, . . . , umt)(g).

The previous theorem and its corollary allow us to describe the solution
curve for affine control systems by applying the cocycle property, as soon as
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admissible controls are piece-wise constant. In fact, without loss of generality,
consider an admissible control u : [0, t + s] → U ⊂ Rm with t, s ∈ R given by
concatenation
u(r) =
{
u1 , if r ∈ [0, t]
u2 , if r ∈ [t, t+ s],
where u1 and u2 are constants. By cocycle property, φt+s(g, u) = φs(φt(g, u1), u2).
Applying Corollary 2.5 yields
φt+s(g, u) = φs(e, u2)ρ(t(1, u2))(φt(g, u1)).
This process can be extended for any admissible control since they can be written
as a concatenation of an arbitrary quantity of constant controls.
To end this section, we presents some examples.
Example 2.1 (Invariant Control Systems) An invariant control system is
given by
dg
dt
= Y (g) +
m∑
j=1
ujYj(g),
where Y, Y1, . . . , Ym are right invariant vector fields on G and u = (u1, . . . , um)
is an admissible control. It is clear that it is a particular case of an affine
system. In particular, we can assume that the representation ρ is the identity
map. Using Theorem 2.4 we recover the well known solution
φt(e, u) = lim
n→∞
n−1∏
i=0
exp

 t
n
m∑
j=1
ujYj

 = exp

t m∑
j=1
ujYj

 .
Example 2.2 (Bilinear Control Systems) A bilinear control system is a con-
trol system defined by
dg
dt
= X (g) +
m∑
j=1
ujXj(g),
where X ,X1, . . . ,Xm are linear vector fields on G and u = (u1, . . . , um) is an
admissible control. Since the identity is a singularity point, we describe the
solution at an arbitrary point g ∈ G. From Corollary 2.5 it follows immediately
that
φt(g, u) = ρ(t, u1t, . . . , umt)(g).
In particular, if we consider a bilinear control system on Rn given by
dx
dt
=
(
A+
m∑
i=1
uiBi
)
x.
It follows that the solution at a point x is written as
φt(x, u) = e
tAeu1tB1 · · · eumtBmx.
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Example 2.3 (Linear control system on Gl(n;R)+) Let Gl(n;R)+ be the
set of all n × n real matrices with positive determinant and gl(n;R) its Lie
algebra. For A ∈ gl(n;R) the vector field XA(g) = Ag − gA is linear, and its
linear flow is given by ϕt(g) = e
tA · g · e−tA. Consider B1, . . . , Bm ∈ gl(n;R),
then they are right invariant vector fields defined by Bj(g) = Bjg. Define a
linear control system on Gl(n;R)+ by
dg
dt
= XA(g) +
m∑
j=1
ujBj(g). (7)
We want to apply Theorem 2.4 to find the solution of the above linear control
system. Note that ρ(t, t1, . . . , tm) = ϕt. Thus
φt(e, u) = lim
n→∞
n−1∏
i=0
ϕit/n exp

 t
n
m∑
j=1
ujYj

 .
Then
φt(e, u) = e
t(A+
∑
ujBj)e−tA.
3 Inner Derivation Case
In this section we study the solution and controllability of affine systems when
derivations associated to linear vector fields are inner. Let X0 = X ,X1, . . . ,Xm
be linear vector fields on G. Under our assumption, for each i = 0, . . . ,m, there
is a right invariant vector field Xi ∈ g such that Di = ad(Xi), where Di is the
derivation associated to Xi, respectively. This fact implies that Xi = Xi+dIXi,
where dIXi is the left invariant vector field induced by I : G→ G, I(g) = g
−1.
As a particular case, if G is a semisimple Lie group, every derivation is inner
(see for instance [14]).
we improve the description of the solution of an affine system, under our
assumption. After, we relate it to the solution of an associated invariant system.
Begin recalling that each linear flow ϕit can be written as ϕ
i
t(g) = exp(tXi)g exp(−tXi)
for i = 1, . . . ,m (see for instance [3] or [6]), and that if
[Xi,Xj ] = 0 then [Xi, Xj ] = 0, for i, j = 0, 1, . . . ,m.
Theorem 3.1 Under the above assumption, the solution of the affine system
(1) is written as
φt(e, u) = exp

tX + tY + m∑
j=1
ujt(Xj + Yj)

 exp
(
−t
m∑
i=0
uiXi
)
, (8)
where u is a constant admissible control.
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Proof: We first write W = Y +
∑
ujYj . Consider u0 = 1. Since ϕ
i
t(g) =
exp(tXi)g exp(−tXi) for each ϕi, it follows that
φt(e, u) = lim
n→∞
n−1∏
i=0
ρ(it/n, iu1t/n, . . . , iumt/n) exp
(
t
n
W
)
= lim
n→∞
n−1∏
i=0
(
m∏
k=0
exp
(
iukt
n
Xk
)
exp
(
t
n
W
) m∏
k=0
exp
(
−
ium−kt
n
Xm−k
))
= lim
n→∞
n−1∏
i=0
(
exp
(
m∑
k=0
iukt
n
Xk
)
exp
(
t
n
W
)
exp
(
−
m∑
k=0
iukt
n
Xk
))
,
where we use the fact that [Xi, Xj ] = 0 for i, j = 0, 1, . . . , n. Computing the
product we get
φt(e, u) =
lim
n→∞
(
exp
(
t
n
W
)
exp
(
m∑
k=0
ukt
n
Xk
))n−1
exp
(
t
n
W
)
exp
(
m∑
k=0
(1− n)ukt
n
Xk
)
.
Inserting
exp
(
t
n
W
)
exp
(
m∑
k=0
ukt
n
Xk
)
exp
(
−
m∑
k=0
ukt
n
Xk
)
exp
(
−
t
n
W
)
in right side of the above equality we have
φt(e, u) = lim
n→∞
(
exp
(
t
n
W
) m∏
k=0
exp
(
ukt
n
Xk
))n
exp
(
−t
m∑
i=0
uiXi
)
.
Finally, applying the Lie product formula we obtain
φt(e, u) = exp

tX + tY + m∑
j=1
ujt(Xj + Yj)

 exp
(
−t
m∑
i=0
uiXi
)
.

In the remainder of this section we denote an affine system (1) as ΣA. From
ΣA it is possible to yield the following right invariant control system
ΣI :
dg
dt
= (X + Y )(g) +
m∑
j=1
uj(Xj + Yj)(g),
where Xj satisfies Xj = Xj + dIXj for j = 0, . . . ,m. It suggests that there is a
relation between affine system ΣA and invariant system ΣI .
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Proposition 3.2 If u = (u1, . . . , um) is a constant admissible control in an
interval [0, T ] and if φAt (g, u) and φ
I
t (g, u) are solutions of affine and invariant
systems, respectively, then
φAt (g, u) = φ
I
t (g, u) exp (−tΣ
m
i=0uiXi) .
Proof: We first simplify notations writing φAt and φ
I
t instead of φ
A
t (g, u) and
and φIt (g, u), respectively. Furthermore, we write αt = exp (tΣ
m
i=0uiXi). Differ-
entiating φAt αt yields
d
dt
(φAt αt) = dRαt
d
dt
φAt + dLφAt
d
dt
αt
= dRαt
(
(X + Y )φAt +
∑
ui(Xi + Y )φ
A
t
)
+ dLφAt
d
dt
αt.
Now, writing Xi = Xi + dIXi and using right invariance we obtain
d
dt
(φAt αt) = ΣI(φ
I
t ) + dRαt
(
dIX +
∑
uidIXi
)
φAt + dLφAt
d
dt
αt.
The result follows since
dRαt
(
dIX +
∑
uidIXi
)
φAt + dLφAt
d
dt
αt = 0.
The converse is proved similarly. 
In the following we write S instead of A to denote the reachable sets of
the invariant system. In particular, for any t > 0, S is the reachable set at
time t. The next results relates the controllability of the affine systems and the
associated right-invariant ones.
Theorem 3.3 Assume that controls are piecewise constants and suppose that
the right invariant system ΣI is controllable. The following assertions are equiv-
alent:
(i) For all control u ∈ U and all t ∈ R, exp
(
t
(
X0 +
∑
uiXi
))
∈ A;
(ii) ΣA is controllable.
Proof: The assertion (ii)⇒(i) is immediately. So we prove (i)⇒(ii).
For simplicity of notation, write Xu = X0 +
∑
uiXi for an adequate control u.
We first prove that ΣA is controllable from identity e. Given g ∈ G, there are a
piecewise constant control u and a time t > 0 such that g = ϕIt (e, u) ∈ St. This
is equivalent to g exp(−tXu) ∈ At. By hypothesis, exp(tXu) ∈ As for some
s > 0. Thus, there exists a piecewise constant control u′ such that
g = g exp(−tXu)ρ(t, u)(exp(tXu)) = φ
A
t (e, u)ρ(t, u)(φ
A
s (e, u
′))
= φAt (e, u
′′)ρ(t, u′′)(φAs (e, u
′′)),
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where u′′ is the concatenation of u and u′. From Proposition 2.5 it follows that
g = φAt (φ
A
s (e, u
′′), u′′) = φAt+s(e, u
′′) ∈ At+s ⊂ A
since u′′ is piecewise constants. It entails that A = G, and, in consequence,
ΣA is controllable from identity e. Now, we prove that ΣA is controllable to
e. Set g ∈ G. By assumption, there are t > 0 and a control u such that
g−1 = ϕI−t(e, u) ∈ St. This is equivalent to g
−1 exp(−tXu) ∈ At. On one hand,
we have that
exp(−tXu) = g
−1 exp(−tXu) exp(tXu)g exp(−tXu) = g
−1 exp(−tXu)ρ(t, u)(g)
= φAt (e, u)ρ(t, u)(g) = φ
A
t (g, u) ∈ At(g),
where we use Proposition 2.5 at last equality. On the other hand, we have
exp(tXu) ∈ As for some s > 0. It means that there exists a piecewise constant
control u′ such that exp(tXu) = φ
A
t (e, u
′). Set Xu′Y = X0 +
∑
u′iXi. Since
[Xu, Xu′ ] = 0, it follows
e = exp(tXu) exp(sXu′) exp(−tXu)(exp(−sXu′))
e = exp(tXu)ρ(s, u
′)(exp(−tXu))
= φAs (e, u
′)ρ(s, u′)(φAt (g, u)) = φ
A
s (e, u
′′)ρ(s, u′′)(φAt (g, u
′′)),
where u′′ is the concatenation of u and u′.From Proposition 2.5 it follows that
e = φAt (φ
A
s (g, u
′′), u′′) = φAt+s(g, u
′′) ∈ At+s(g) ⊂ A(g).
We thus conclude that e ∈ A(g), and the proof is complete. 
Corollary 3.4 Under the hypothesis of previous Theorem, if e ∈ int(At) for
some t > 0, then ΣA is controllable.
Proof: We write Xu = X0 +
∑
uiXi for an adequate control u. Let Ru = {t ∈
R : exp(tXu) ∈ A}. Analysis similar to that in the proof of previous theorem
shows that Ru is a semigroup. By hypothesis, At is a neighborhood of e for some
t > 0. It implies that 0 ∈ S because exp(0X) = e ∈ A. For each admissible
control u the curve exp(tXu) is continuous. Then exp(sXu) ∈ At for s ∈ (a, b),
where (a, b) is an interval such that 0 ∈ (a, b). In particular, (a, b) ⊂ Au. Being
Su semigroup, it follows that Su = R. It means that for all control u ∈ U and
all t ∈ R, exp
(
t
(
X0 +
∑
uiXi
))
∈ A. According to above theorem, ΣA is
controllable. 
The following result generalizes, for affine control systems, Theorem 2 in [6].
First, we need to recall that a semigroup S ⊂ G is said to be left reversible
(resp. right reversible) if SS−1 = G (resp. S−1S = G). It is known that if G
is semi-simple with finite center, the unique subsemigroup of G with nonempty
interior which is left or right reversible is G itself (see for instance [12]).
Theorem 3.5 Let G be a semi-simple Lie group with finite center. Suppose that
ΣI satisfies the rank condition and ΣA is controllable. The following assertions
are equivalent:
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(i) For all u ∈ U and all t ∈ R, exp
(
t
(
X0 +
∑
uiXi
))
∈ S;
(ii) ΣI is controllable.
Proof: It is easy to see that that (ii) implies (i). Let us prove the converse.
We begin by recalling that the reachable set S of ΣI is a semigroup. Now, the
rank condition assures that interior of S is non-empty interior. It is sufficient to
prove that S is left reversible. Fix g ∈ G. There are t > 0 and u ∈ U such that
g = φIt (e, u) exp(−tXu). By assumption, exp(−tXu) ∈ S
−1. Then g ∈ SS−1.
As g ∈ G was chosen arbitrarily, we conclude G ⊂ SS−1, and result follows.

4 Conjugation of affine system
In [11] is presented a conjugation of linear system by homomorphism. Since
affine systems are a natural extension of linear system, in this section, we extent
those results to affine system.
Let G and H be connected Lie groups. Consider the following affine systems
dg
dt
= (X + Z)(g) +
m∑
j=1
uj(Xj + Zj)(g) (9)
dh
dt
= (Y +W )(h) +
m∑
j=1
uj(Yj +Wj)(h) (10)
on G and H , respectively. Affine systems (9), (10) are called conjugate if
there exist a homomorphism of Lie groups F : G → H such that F (φt(g, u)) =
θt(h(g), u), where φt(g, u), θt(g, u) are the solutions of the systems (9) and (10),
respectively.
In the following, let us denote by ϕit, ψ
i
t the flows and by DXi , DYi the
derivations associated to the linear vector fields Xi and Yi, respectively. We
give equivalent conditions for two affine systems to be conjugate. Initially, we
need to extend a result of [11].
Proposition 4.1 Under the above assumptions, if F : G → H is a homomor-
phism of Lie groups, then the following conditions are equivalents:
1. F ◦ ϕit = ψ
i
t ◦ F ;
2. dFϕit(g)Xi(g) = Yi(F (g)) for all g ∈ G;
3. dFe(e
tDXiZ) = etDYidFeZ.
Proof: To deduce (2) from (1), differentiate the formula in (1) with respect to
t to obtain dFϕit
dϕit
dt
(g) =
d
dt
(ψit ◦ F (g)). We thus get
dFϕit(g)Xi(g) = Yi(F (g)).
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Conversely, to deduce (1) from (2), observe that it is a direct consequence of
uniqueness of solution of differential equation.
Suppose now that (1) is true. Then dFe ◦ (dϕ
i
t)e = d(ψt)e ◦ dFe. Since
(dϕit)e = e
tDXi and (dψit)e = e
tDYi , it follows for all Z ∈ g that
dFe(e
tDXiZ) = dFe ◦ (dϕ
i
t)e(Z) = (dψ
i
t)e ◦ (dFe)(Z) = e
tDYidFe(Z).
On the converse, to deduce (1) to (3), observe that it is a direct consequence of
d(h ◦ ϕit)e = d(ψt ◦ h)e because G is connected. 
Theorem 4.2 Under the above assumptions, if F : G→ H is a homomorphism
of Lie groups, then following conditions are equivalents:
1. F (φt(g, u)) = θt(F (g), u) for all g ∈ G.
2. F ◦ ϕit = ψ
i
t ◦ h and dFeZj(e) =Wj(e), for all i, j = 0, 1, . . . ,m.
Proof: We first suppose that F (φt(g, u)) = θt(F (g), u) for all g ∈ G. In
particular, F (φt(e, u)) = θt(e, u). For abbreviation, we write φt and θt instead
of φt(e, u) and θt(e, u), respectively. Differentiating (1) with respect to t yields
dFφt

(X + Z)φt + m∑
j=1
uj(Xj + Zj)φt

 = (Y +W )θt + m∑
j=1
uj(Yj +Wj)θt.
Taking t = 0 it follows that
dFe

Z(e) + m∑
j=1
uj(0)Zj(e)

 =W (e) + m∑
j=1
uj(0)Wj(e).
The above equality holds for all control u(t) = (u1(t), . . . , um(t)). If u ≡ 0,
then dFeZ(e) = W (e). If u ≡ (0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0), then dFeZj(e) = Wj(e), for
j = 1, . . . ,m. Then
dFg

X (g) + m∑
j=1
ujXj(g)

 = Y(F (g)) + m∑
j=1
ujYj(F (g)).
In the same manner we can see that dFφtXi(g) = Yi(F (g)). From above propo-
sition it follows that F ◦ ϕit = ψ
i
t ◦ F , for i = 0, . . . ,m.
Conversely, denote by ρ : Rm+1 → Aut(G) and ̺ : Rm+1 → Aut(H) repre-
sentations associated to affine systems (9), (10), respectively. Assuming that
condition (2) is true we compute
F (φt(e, u)) = F

 lim
n→∞
n−1∏
i=0
ρ(it/n, iu1t/n, . . . , iumt/n) exp

 t
n
m∑
j=0
ujZj




= lim
n→∞
n−1∏
i=0
̺(it/n, iu1t/n, . . . , iumt/n) exp

 t
n
m∑
j=0
ujdFeZj

 ,
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Hence F (φt(e, u)) = θt(e, u). From this last equality and Corollary 2.5 we see
that
F (φt(g, u)) = F (φt(e, u)ρ(t, u1t, . . . , umt)(g))
= F (φt(e, u))F (ρ(t, u1t, . . . , umt)(g))
= θt(e, u)̺(t, u1t, . . . , umt)(F (g)) = θt(F (g), u).

Next we characterize conjugation of affine system with conjugation of deriva-
tions.
Corollary 4.3 Under the above assumptions, if F : G→ H is a homomorphism
of Lie groups, then a necessary and sufficient condition for affine systems (9)
and (10) to be conjugate is dFe
(
eDtZj
)
= eD
′
tWj, for all j = 1, . . . ,m, t ∈ R,
where Dt =
∑ iukt
n
DXk and D
′
t =
∑ iukt
n
DYk .
Proof: It is sufficient to show the necessary condition. Write the solution of
affine system (9) as
φt(e, u) = lim
n→∞
n−1∏
i=0
exp
(
t/n ·
∑
uje
DtZj
)
,
by Formula 4. Computing F (φt(e, u) yields
F (θt(e, u)) = lim
n→∞
n−1∏
i=0
exp
(
t/n ·
∑
ujdFe
(
eDtZj
))
,
and the result follows. 
Example 4.1 Consider the homomorphism det: Gl(n;R)+ → R and the linear
system (7) defined in Example 2.3. We construct a control system on R conju-
gated to it. We need a linear vector field Y and invariant vector fields b1, . . . , bm
on R satisfying conditions
1. det
(
etA · g · e−tA
)
= ψt(det(g)), for all g ∈ Gl(n;R)
+, where ψt is the
flow of Y;
2. d(det)I(Bj) = tr(Bj) = bj.
Condition (2) gives the invariant vector fields bj, j = 1, . . . ,m. Also, condition
(1) implies that ψt(det(g)) = det(g) for all g. This clearly forces Y = 0. We thus
conclude that the linear system (7) on Gl(n;R)+ is conjugate to the following
invariant system on R
dx
dt
=
m∑
j=1
tr(Bj).
It means that linear vector field does not have importance is this conjugation.
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